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IMPORTANCE, ADVANTAGES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BHAGWAT PURAN

It was Ved Vyas who edited the eighteen thousand shlokas of Bhagwat. This book

destroys all your sins. It has twelve parts which are like kalpvraksh.

In the first skandh, the importance of Vedvyas

and characters of Pandavas are described by the dialogues between Suutji and Shaunakji. Then there is the story of

Parikshit.

Next there is a Brahm Narad dialogue describing the avtaar of Bhagwan. Then the characteristics of Puraan are mentioned.

It also discusses the evolution of universe.( https://t.co/2aK1AZSC79 )

Next is the portrayal of Vidur and his dialogue with Maitreyji. Then there is a mention of Creation of universe by Brahma and

the preachings of Sankhya by Kapil Muni.

HOW LIFE EVOLVED IN THIS UNIVERSE AS PER OUR SCRIPTURES. 

 

Well maximum of Living being are the Vansaj of Rishi Kashyap. I have tried to give stories from different-different
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Puran. So lets start.... pic.twitter.com/MrrTS4xORk

— Anshul Pandey (@Anshulspiritual) August 29, 2020

In the next section we find the portrayal of Sati, Dhruv, Pruthu, and the story of ancient King, Bahirshi.

In the next section we find the character of King Priyavrat and his sons, different types of loks in this universe, and

description of Narak. ( https://t.co/gmDTkLktKS )

Thread on NARK(HELL) / \u0928\u0930\u094d\u0915

Well today i will take you to a journey where nobody wants to go i.e Nark. Hence beware of doing Adharma/Evil

things. There are various mentions in Puranas about Nark, But my Thread is only as per Bhagwat puran(SS attached

in below Thread)

1/8 pic.twitter.com/raHYWtB53Q

— Anshul Pandey (@Anshulspiritual) August 11, 2020

In the sixth part we find the portrayal of Ajaamil ( https://t.co/LdVSSNspa2 ), Daksh and the birth of Marudgans(

https://t.co/tecNidVckj )

In the seventh section we find the story of Prahlad and the description of Varnashram dharma. This section is based on

karma vaasna.

#THREAD

WHY PARENTS CHOOSE RELIGIOUS OR PARAMATMA'S NAMES FOR THEIR CHILDREN AND WHICH ARE

THE EASIEST WAY TO WASH AWAY YOUR SINS.

Yesterday I had described the types of Naraka's and the Sin or Adharma for a person to be there.

1/8 pic.twitter.com/XjPB2hfnUC

— Anshul Pandey (@Anshulspiritual) August 12, 2020

In the eighth section, there is a mention of the story of Gajendra Moksha, Samudra manthan and Matsya avtaar.

In the ninth section we can read about Chandra vansh and Suryavansh.

In the tenth section we find the Krishna leela, stay in Mathura and Dwarka and taking away

the enormous load of Prithvi,

In the eleventh section we can hear the dialogue between Narad and Vasudev, dialogue between Dattatreya and Yadu,

between Udhav and Krishna and the destruction of the Yadav's.

In the twelfth section we get to see description of future Kings,
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dharma during Kaliyug, the division of Vedas( https://t.co/FeLTX5MCav ), tapasya of Markandeyaji, description of vibhuties

of Suryadev and description of number of Shlokas ( https://t.co/H9IAGHb7h7 ).

BASIS OF VEDAS COMPILATION.

The deeds or kriyas mentioned in the Vedas is indestructible, but the tradition of Yagya's should not be discontinued.

Vedas are the writings of the observations made by the ancient sages. pic.twitter.com/qKsfma8zwm

— Anshul Pandey (@Anshulspiritual) December 5, 2020

This Puraan benefits not only the reader, but the listeners, speaker, preacher, and the assistant. This provides them the

Moksha. Getting it written and then getting it donated on Bhadrapad Purnima, its index you attain innumerable benefits.

I have posted in other social media channel's also

Instagram link■

https://t.co/RHV8WaVBVm

Facebook link■

https://t.co/e8f2k9qmV8

https://t.co/TNBQT0BtW4

THE IMPORTANCE OF BHAGWAT PURAN / BHAGWATAM

There lived a brahmin called Bopdev in Totadri. He was a Krishnabhakt and well versed in Vedanta. He went to

Vrindavan to pray Shri Hari.

After a year Shri Hari showered on him the greatest form of Knowledge. pic.twitter.com/d2ID5EeO4R

— Anshul Pandey (@Anshulspiritual) December 16, 2020
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